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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate near-unity, broadband absorb-
ing optoelectronic devices using sub-15 nm thick transition
metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) of molybdenum and
tungsten as van der Waals semiconductor active layers.
Specifically, we report that near-unity light absorption is
possible in extremely thin (<15 nm) van der Waals
semiconductor structures by coupling to strongly damped
optical modes of semiconductor/metal heterostructures. We
further fabricate Schottky junction devices using these highly
absorbing heterostructures and characterize their optoelec-
tronic performance. Our work addresses one of the key criteria
to enable TMDCs as potential candidates to achieve high optoelectronic efficiency.
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Advances in synthesis, processing, and nanofabrication of
low-dimensional materials over the last two decades have

enabled significant progress toward thin semiconductor layers
for high-efficiency optoelectronics1−4 and for solar energy
conversion applications.5−8 For established crystalline inorganic
semiconductor absorbers, light management structures such as
microwire arrays,9,10 Mie resonators,11 photonic crystals,12,13

and plasmonic metal nanostructures14,15 enable enhanced
absorption in the active layers, and reduced reflection. In
conventional crystalline semiconductors, achieving the neces-
sary surface passivation while incorporating such light manage-
ment structures is a considerable challenge, since an increasing
surface/volume ratio typically results in reduced radiative
efficiency. The emergence of two-dimensional (2D) semi-
conducting atomic layers, namely, TMDCs of molybdenum and
tungsten,16 has opened up a new class of high radiative
efficiency semiconductors that can be synthesized in ultrathin
form. Several reports have demonstrated the use of TMDCs as
active layers in optoelectronic and photovoltaic devices. Most
reports have utilized TMDCs in a back-gated van der Waals
Schottky junction geometry with graphene,17,18 a van der Waals
p−n heterojunction,19,20 or in an electrostatically split-gated p−
n homojunction19,21 geometry. In spite of recent theoretical
and experimental advances in light trapping in ultrathin 2D
layers,22−26 in most approaches to date, the absorption in active
layer is far from optimal and often narrowband or highly
sensitive to the angle of incidence.

Metallic rear surfaces are commonly used for enhancing light
absorption in optoelectronic devices. For structures whose
thickness is greater than wavelength scale, the performance of
the metallic rear surface can be interpreted as a simple ray
optical specular reflector. However, when the semiconductor
absorber/reflector heterostructure thickness is at or below the
wavelength scale, a different conceptual approach is needed.
Prior computational investigations have shown that thin
absorber/metal heterostructures result in light absorption
enhancement due to an increase in the local density of states
(LDOS) near the semiconductor/metal interface.27,28 If the
heterostructure is thin, then light absorption can be enhanced
in a broadband manner, corresponding to enhanced absorption
close to the interface, when a thin semiconductor is placed in
intimate planar contact on a reflecting metal substrate.27 This
concept was then demonstrated experimentally in ultrathin
(<25 nm) germanium (Ge) on gold (Au) and silver (Ag).29

However, it is difficult to thin down covalently bonded,
isotropic 3D semiconductors to below 100 nm thickness
without significant degradation of crystalline quality, increasing
defect density or influence of surface oxides and states on
electronic charge transport. This imposes limitations on the
applicability of 3D semiconductors in ultrathin photovoltaic
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devices. By contrast, TMDCs have self-passivated, dangling
bond- and oxide-free surfaces16,30 and are thus attractive
alternatives for ultrathin absorbers when coupled with reflective
metals (Figure 1 a). Here we report near-unity, broadband
absorption in ultrathin (12−15 nm) TMDC layers and
demonstrate proof-of-concept devices as potential candidates
for photovoltaic applications.
An initial look at a micromechanically exfoliated WSe2

structure on a template stripped31 Ag substrate in broadband
white-light illumination shows regions of stark and varying
color contrasts from pale red to dark blue (Figure 1b).
Observing at higher magnification further reveals crystalline
flakes with uniform smooth, straight edges, stepped layers, and
thickness variations akin to numerous prior observations of
exfoliated 2D crystals on SiO2 substrates.32,33 The measure-
ment of thickness with atomic force microscopy (AFM)
indicates flake thicknesses varying from ∼3 nm (pale red) to 13
nm (nearly black) (Figure 1c−e) suggesting a highly absorbing
nature. The step height and surface roughness (root-mean-
square roughness <1 nm for Ag and <0.3 nm for WSe2) are also
highly uniform as seen in the AFM topography (Figure 1f).
Absorption spectra for varying thickness WSe2 on Ag (Figure

2a) back reflector were calculated using available values of
refractive index and extinction coefficient from the literature34

to quantify the above observations. Strongly enhanced
absorption was observed with increasing thickness of the
WSe2 with near-unity absorption peak occurring between 500
and 650 nm for varying thickness of the flakes. The peaks in
absorption, except for the primary exciton peak at the
absorption edge, undergo a red shift with increasing thickness
of WSe2 suggesting dependence on the optical path length
implying thin film interference effect where the reflected light is
strongly attenuated, leading to nontrivial interface phase
shifts.29 Briefly, in the case of a perfect metal/lossless dielectric
(k = 0) with refractive index n the phase shift at the metal
dielectric interface is π corresponding to perfect reflection.
Hence a minimum dielectric film thickness of λ/4n on the

metal would form an optical cavity with 0 or 2π phase shift at
the dielectric/air interface. If the dielectric is lossy (k ≠ 0),
however, even for thicknesses in the deep subwavelength
regime, the total reflection and transmission phase shifts can be
approximately 0 or 2π at the air/dielectric interface giving rise
to an absorbance resonance as seen in Figure 1c−e.
Experimentally acquired spectra of WSe2 on template-stripped
Ag surfaces (Figure 2b) shows remarkably good qualitative and
quantitative agreement with the calculations. An interesting
observation in the above experiments is that a broadband
perfect absorption only occurs for a narrow range of WSe2
thicknesses between 12 and 15 nm only with an intimate
contact with a metal back reflector (see Supporting Information
S1 for more details). Below or above this thickness, there is
increased reflection in the red or blue parts of the spectrum
leading to net reduction in integrated absorption. Further, for
bulk free-standing or glass supported TMDCs, the maximum
above-gap absorption is limited to a maximum of ∼40%. Due to
the large index mismatch, a large fraction (50−60%) of the
incident light is reflected back from the surface of bulk
crystals35,36 (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). Likewise,
the absorption in few layer-bulk TMDCs on the conventionally
used Si/SiO2 substrates is also limited to a maximum between
50 and 60%.37,38 The above observations are not unique to
WSe2 and can be further generalized to other TMDCs (Figure
2c−f) as well as Au back reflectors (see Supporting Information
S2).
Although the absorption peaks in our structure are

dependent on path length, they are highly insensitive to the
angle of incidence as can be seen for the case of 13 nm WSe2
on Ag (Figure 3a). The peak absorption stays over 80% even at
a 60° incident angle (Figure 3b) suggesting relatively low
sensitivity to the angle of incident light. This feature of
TMDC/Ag heterostructures is highly advantageous for off-
normal light collection and may be of a particular interest for
photovoltaic applications and solar energy harvesting.9,39

Figure 1. Absorbing dielectrics on metals: (a) Schematic diagram of a thin, multilayer TMDC film on a Au/Ag back reflecting substrate. (b) Low-
magnification optical micrograph of exfoliated WSe2 flakes of on template stripped Ag substrate (scale bar = 50 μm). (c−e) High-magnification
micrographs of yellow, red, and blue square regions on (b) respectively with increasing flake thickness from (c) to (e). The sharp blue shift in color
and rising contrast with increasing thickness can be seen (scale bar = 10 μm). (f) AFM topography of the flake region in (e) denoted by the green
dashed square.
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Based on the above discussion, it is evident that the TMDC/
metal stack is a suitable ultrathin absorber for a light-harvesting
device. To demonstrate this concept, we fabricated a simple
device, as shown in Figure 3a with a metal ring electrode on top
using standard photolithography and metal evaporation. The
back reflector combined with a patterned metal electrode on
top of the flake creates a metal1/TMDC/metal2 sandwich
structure (Figure 4a−b) that can effectively function as a
Schottky barrier device if there is sufficient difference between
work functions of metal1 and metal2 (Figure 4c). Considering
the small size of the top ring electrode and a conductive
metallic back substrate, the devices can only be probed
accurately while being viewed under a high magnification
(50×), long working distance objective. Upon broadband,
white light illumination, (Hg vapor lamp, X-Cite 120 Q) the
devices show a pronounced photovoltaic response (Figure 4d).
To deduce the collection area and current density, a spatial
photocurrent map is acquired using scanning photocurrent
microscopy (Figure 4e). The photoexcited carriers diffuse and
get collected from approximately 1−3 μm region in the vicinity
of the inner and outer metal ring contact boundary (see

Supporting Information S3). Based on this, we estimate
photocurrent density values in Figure 4f. While, the incident
light on the device is focused owing to the nature of the
measurement and the small size of the device, it is still
noteworthy that for ∼20× concentrations (2.1 W/cm2), the
short circuit current density (JSC) is >10 mA/cm2. Considering
that semiconducting TMDCs are still in the early research
phase in terms of material quality and crystal defect control,
these photocurrent values are promising in an unoptimized
device structure. The van der Waals interlayer bonding in
TMDCs induces some level of electron−hole confinement at
all thicknesses. Thus, exciton binding energies even in bulk
TMDCs are ∼70−80 meV.40 To investigate if the photocurrent
is limited by lack of exciton dissociation or free carrier
recombination, the exponential dependence of photocurrent on
incident light intensity was investigated (Figure 4f, inset). An
exponent close to unity points to monomolecular recombina-
tion41 suggesting excitons recombining at neutral impurity or
one of free carriers reacting with an oppositely charged
impurity.
Finally, we investigate the spectral dependence of photo-

current by illuminating with a laser focused on a fixed spot
generating photocurrent in a 12 nm WS2/Ag device (Figure
5a). For input powers of 1.6 μW at 633 nm corresponding to
the primary exciton peak of WS2, we observe pronounced
photovoltaic effect with open circuit voltages (VOC) approach-
ing 0.2 V and ISC > 100 nA, resulting in a single-wavelength
power conversion efficiency ∼0.5% (Figure 5b). At this power,
the external quantum efficiency (EQE) is ∼13% comparable
with previously reported values in multilayer devices. At higher
input power, the efficiency drops down to below 8% (Figure
5c) suggesting increasing recombination with increasing carrier
density, indicating a carrier density dependent recombination
mechanism such as Auger recombination. The EQE also
remains relatively constant between 8 and 12% above the

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of ultrathin TMDCs on Ag back
reflector: (a) Calculated absorption spectra of varying thicknesses of
WSe2 on an optically thick Ag film. The solid lines represent total
absorption in the WSe2/Ag stack while the dashed lines represent
absorption only in the WSe2. (b) Experimentally measured absorption
spectra of WSe2 flakes exfoliated on template stripped Ag films. (c−d)
Same as a−b except for WS2 on Ag. (e−f) Calculated (e) and
measured (f) absorption spectra for varying thicknesses of MoS2 on
Ag.

Figure 3. Angle dependence of absorption in TMDC/Ag hetero-
structures: (a) Contour plot of calculated absorption spectra at varying
angles for 13 nm WSe2 on Ag back reflector. The insensitivity of the
absorption as a function of incident angle is apparent. (b) Line cut
from (a) at 520 nm showing the angle dependence of peak absorption.
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absorption edge as seen in WSe2 on Au (Figure 5d), and its
spectrum roughly corresponds to the absorption one. The

resulting above-gap IQE is a modest 10% across the absorption
spectrum. The lack of high quantum efficiency can be attributed

Figure 4. Device structure and characteristics. (a) Optical micrograph of a representative device comprising of 13 nm WSe2 on Ag with a Pd/Au ring
electrode on the top (scale bar = 10 μm). (b) Schematic representation of side view of the device in (a). (c) Schematic band diagram showing
Schottky contact on the Ag side and ohmic contact on the Pd side with a depleted WSe2 in between. (d) Current−voltage characteristics of a
representative device (13 nm WSe2/Ag) under dark and broadband white light illumination from a Hg-vapor lamp source. (e) Spatially varying
photocurrent map of the device acquired at 16 μW incident power. Inset shows the line profile of photocurrent magnitude along the white line in the
map. The photocurrent profile suggests carrier diffusion length of ∼1.35 μm. (f) Current density vs voltage (J−V) curves estimated based on the
active area determine from (e) and I−V plots from (d). Inset shows circuit current density proportional to input power with an exponent α = 0.99.

Figure 5. Monochromatic illumination and external quantum efficiency: (a) Absorbance spectrum of 12 nm WS2/Ag stack. A near-unity absorbance
is observed at the primary exciton peak. The red line denotes the 633 nm excitation wavelength. The inset shows the optical micrograph of the
device along with electrical probes (scale bar = 10 μm). (b) I−V characteristics of the device in (a) with the 633 nm laser focused on a photocurrent
producing spot. (c) Power dependence of EQE for 633 nm incident laser. Inset shows an exponent of ∼0.9 for power dependence of photocurrent
for this device. (d) EQE (red) and IQE (blue) spectra for a 19 nm WSe2 on Au device showing power generation across the absorption spectrum
(green). The laser power is ∼1 μW for 650 nm with about 10% variation across the spectrum.
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to several factors. Primary among them is the device geometry
which prohibits optical excitation of the TMDC directly
beneath the top metal electrode which results in in-plane
diffusion of carriers for collection. Second, the Schottky
junction leads to recombination of all excitons and free
electron hole pairs that reach the metal electrode. Finally, the
semiconductor quality remains far from optimal as evidenced
from the exponent of power dependence of photocurrent
suggesting monomolecular recombination. The carrier collec-
tion and EQE may be improved by use of transparent top
contact such as graphene17,18 in addition to a type-II
heterojunction between two TMDCs42 (see the Supporting
Information S5).
In summary, we have shown an ultrathin, near-unity,

broadband semiconducting absorber system using TMDC/
metal heterostructure and have applied it in Schottky junction
optoelectronic devices. It is also worth noting that most light
trapping techniques in thin optoelectronics involve the
integration of a patterned nanostructure which could
significantly add to the total cost and complexity of the
resulting device. In contrast, the above presented results avoid
the use of any nanopatterning to enhance light absorption.
With further development of the presented structure to
introduce a p−n junction and carrier selective contact layers,
we expect that it might be possible to engineer VOC > 1 V and
thus eventually obtain meaningful power conversion efficien-
cies. The efficient light absorption results reported here,
combined with the recent demonstration of near-unity
luminescence quantum yield in MoS2,

43 and advances to
improve the TMDC material quality44 hold promise for future
high-efficiency, ultrathin optoelectonics, and photovoltaics with
TMDC active layers.
Methods. Sample Preparation. TMDC flakes were

deposited on template-stripped Au and Ag via mechanical
exfoliation of bulk crystals (HQ Graphene). The resulting
flakes were identified by optical microscopy and later
characterized by AFM to determine the flake thickness. The
Au and Ag films were deposited by electron beam and thermal
evaporation respectively without any adhesion layers on Si
wafers with native oxide only. Standard solvent and plasma
cleaning procedures were used for cleaning Si wafers prior to
deposition. The substrate was heated to 100 °C during thermal
evaporation of Ag, and the deposition rates were maintained at
∼0.1 Å/s for the first 30 nm in the case of both Au and Ag
followed by ramping up to ∼1 Å /s until the final thickness
reached 120 nm. The metal films were then template stripped
using a thermal epoxy (Epo-Tek 375, Epoxy Technology) using
a procedure described in ref 31.
Device Fabrication, Absorbance, and Photocurrent

Measurements. Devices were fabricated using standard photo-
lithography and thermal or e-beam metal evaporation. All
absorbance measurements and the EQE spectrum measure-
ments were performed using a home-built absorption measure-
ment setup. Tunable, monochromatic light (400−1800 nm)
was obtained by coupling a supercontinuum laser (Fianium) to
a monochromator. The collimated, monochromatic beam, was
then focused on the sample with a long working distance (NA
= 0.55), 50× objective, and the reflection was measured with a
Si detector. The used objective ensures close-to-normal
incidence illumination of the device. The reflection spectrum
was then normalized to the reflections from a silver mirror
(Thorlabs). In the absence of transmission, absorption was
obtained as 1 − normalized reflection (see Supporting

Information S4). Electrical measurements were performed
using Keithley 2400 and 236 source meters and custom
LabView programs. The spatially varying photocurrent
measurements and global broadband illumination measure-
ments were performed on a scanning confocal microscope
(Zeiss, LSM 710), and the incident laser power was measured
using power meter (ThorLabs). The devices were probed using
piezo controlled microbot manipulators (Imina Technologies),
and all measurements were performed under ambient temper-
ature and pressure conditions.
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